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Description

When browsing my movie catalog, a friend of mine asked me if he could see the trailer of a certain movie.
Can we have the movie trailer link from tmdb, just like we get all other info?

History
#1 - 01/27/2015 09:00 AM - Leonid Protasov

When youtube installed you can use item menu to search in youtube...

#2 - 01/27/2015 11:42 AM - Max Lourenço

Leonid Protasov wrote:

When youtube installed you can use item menu to search in youtube...

Yes I have YouTube plugin installed. But since other data is beeing retrieved already (i.e. dvd cover, movie description, year...) I guessed retrieving the
link for the trailer would be an easy task and would save time (no need to do a search using on-screen keyboard).

#3 - 01/27/2015 02:52 PM - Buksa ...

or install TMDb plugin and use □ item menu for  View in TMDb and you get more info

#4 - 01/27/2015 02:54 PM - Max Lourenço

Buksa Noob wrote:

or install TMDb plugin and use □ item menu for  View in TMDb and you get more info

Cool. I have TMDB installed... I'll try/test that you say when I get home: [Square]->[View in TMDb]. Never noticed that menu entry.

#5 - 01/27/2015 03:35 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

#6 - 01/29/2015 09:19 PM - Max Lourenço

Max Lourenço wrote:
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Buksa Noob wrote:

or install TMDb plugin and use □ item menu for  View in TMDb and you get more info

Cool. I have TMDB installed... I'll try/test that you say when I get home: [Square]->[View in TMDb]. Never noticed that menu entry.

I tried your suggestion and have 2 comments to make:

1. I can't access that option without my PS3 remote - CEC has no mapping for [square] button. Arrows, OK and Back is all that is I guess - any change
we can jump to TMDb some other way?
2. In TMDb plugin there's no direct TRAILER link (but in TMDb Web page there is). Can't TMDb plugin have a direct link? Like next to "Play Now" or
under it?

#7 - 01/29/2015 10:00 PM - Leonid Protasov

Max Lourenço wrote:

Max Lourenço wrote:

Buksa Noob wrote:

or install TMDb plugin and use □ item menu for  View in TMDb and you get more info

Cool. I have TMDB installed... I'll try/test that you say when I get home: [Square]->[View in TMDb]. Never noticed that menu entry.

I tried your suggestion and have 2 comments to make:

1. I can't access that option without my PS3 remote - CEC has no mapping for [square] button. Arrows, OK and Back is all that is I guess - any
change we can jump to TMDb some other way?
2. In TMDb plugin there's no direct TRAILER link (but in TMDb Web page there is). Can't TMDb plugin have a direct link? Like next to "Play Now"
or under it?

What about using combo keys over CEC? https://showtimemediacenter.com/projects/showtime/wiki/Key_mappings

#8 - 01/29/2015 10:25 PM - Max Lourenço
- File IMG_20150129_211718_1.jpg added

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Max Lourenço wrote:

Max Lourenço wrote:

Buksa Noob wrote:

or install TMDb plugin and use □ item menu for  View in TMDb and you get more info

Cool. I have TMDB installed... I'll try/test that you say when I get home: [Square]->[View in TMDb]. Never noticed that menu entry.
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I tried your suggestion and have 2 comments to make:

1. I can't access that option without my PS3 remote - CEC has no mapping for [square] button. Arrows, OK and Back is all that is I guess - any
change we can jump to TMDb some other way?
2. In TMDb plugin there's no direct TRAILER link (but in TMDb Web page there is). Can't TMDb plugin have a direct link? Like next to "Play Now"
or under it?

What about using combo keys over CEC? https://showtimemediacenter.com/projects/showtime/wiki/Key_mappings

What do you mean combo keys? I have an LG TV Remote that I use to control my TV and PS3 at the same time (see attached).

Where do I find "Settings->CEC Settings" in the PS3 to activate these combo keys options?

#9 - 01/29/2015 11:05 PM - Leonid Protasov

Max Lourenço wrote:

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Max Lourenço wrote:

Max Lourenço wrote:

Buksa Noob wrote:

or install TMDb plugin and use □ item menu for  View in TMDb and you get more info

Cool. I have TMDB installed... I'll try/test that you say when I get home: [Square]->[View in TMDb]. Never noticed that menu entry.

I tried your suggestion and have 2 comments to make:

1. I can't access that option without my PS3 remote - CEC has no mapping for [square] button. Arrows, OK and Back is all that is I guess - any
change we can jump to TMDb some other way?
2. In TMDb plugin there's no direct TRAILER link (but in TMDb Web page there is). Can't TMDb plugin have a direct link? Like next to "Play
Now" or under it?

What about using combo keys over CEC? https://showtimemediacenter.com/projects/showtime/wiki/Key_mappings

What do you mean combo keys? I have an LG TV Remote that I use to control my TV and PS3 at the same time (see attached).

Where do I find "Settings->CEC Settings" in the PS3 to activate these combo keys options?

Heh, I have exactly the same remote /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png But I use it with RPi. Mapping to PS3 never worked. I
wonder if the same combo logic can be applied to PS3. Maybe Andreas can answer that.

#10 - 01/31/2015 12:54 AM - Max Lourenço
- File Option.jpg added
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Leonid Protasov wrote:

Max Lourenço wrote:

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Max Lourenço wrote:

Max Lourenço wrote:

Buksa Noob wrote:

or install TMDb plugin and use □ item menu for  View in TMDb and you get more info

Cool. I have TMDB installed... I'll try/test that you say when I get home: [Square]->[View in TMDb]. Never noticed that menu entry.

I tried your suggestion and have 2 comments to make:

1. I can't access that option without my PS3 remote - CEC has no mapping for [square] button. Arrows, OK and Back is all that is I guess - any
change we can jump to TMDb some other way?
2. In TMDb plugin there's no direct TRAILER link (but in TMDb Web page there is). Can't TMDb plugin have a direct link? Like next to "Play
Now" or under it?

What about using combo keys over CEC? https://showtimemediacenter.com/projects/showtime/wiki/Key_mappings

What do you mean combo keys? I have an LG TV Remote that I use to control my TV and PS3 at the same time (see attached).

Where do I find "Settings->CEC Settings" in the PS3 to activate these combo keys options?

Heh, I have exactly the same remote /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png But I use it with RPi. Mapping to PS3 never
worked. I wonder if the same combo logic can be applied to PS3. Maybe Andreas can answer that.

In TMDb Plugin what is this "Show Trailer" option for (attached)? I set it to YES, but don't see any change.

Files
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Option.jpg 102 KB 01/30/2015 Max Lourenço
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